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Abstract The storage of hydrogen in underground reser-

voirs comprises a potential solution for balancing the

fluctuating energy production from wind and solar power

plants. In this concept, electrolysers are used to transform

excessively produced electrical energy into chemical

energy in the form of hydrogen. The resulting large vol-

umes of hydrogen are temporarily stored in subsurface

formations purely or in mixture with other gases. In times

of high energy demand, the chemical energy is transformed

back into electricity by fuel cells or engine generators. Key

aspects in the development period and the subsequent

cyclic operations of such a storage are the hydrodynamic

behavior of hydrogen and its interaction with residual flu-

ids in the reservoir. Mathematically, the behavior can be

described by a compositional two-phase flow model with

water and gas as phases and all relevant chemical species

as components (H2, H2O, CH4, CO2, N2, H2S, etc.). The

spatial variation of the gas phase composition between

injected and initial gas leads to density and viscosity con-

trasts which influence the displacement process. The mix-

ing of gases with different compositions is governed by

molecular diffusion or mechanical dispersion dependent on

the flow velocity. In the present paper, a numerical case

study in a depleted gas reservoir was performed. The

storage was charged with hydrogen for 5 years. Subse-

quently, 5 years of seasonal cyclic operation were simu-

lated to predict injection and production rates, pressure

response and composition of the produced gas stream .
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Introduction

While conventional energy sources are capable to produce

electricity continuously, the power generation of renewable

energy is strongly fluctuating as a result of environmental

influences. In the context of the energy transition, it is

therefore required to expand the storage capabilities for

electrical energy (BMBF 2011). An intermediate storage is

required to handle the imbalance between energy produc-

tion and demand. One promising answer is the conversion

of electricity into hydrogen as an energy carrier, which is

then stored in underground formations, referred to as

underground hydrogen storage (UHS) (Crotogino et al.

2010). Potential targets are aquifers, depleted gas reser-

voirs or solution mined caverns. Hydrogen is thereby

generated by electrolysis, which is considered as a clean

procedure, because it is produced from renewable energy

sources. Once hydrogen has been generated and stored

intermediately, different applications are conceivable. The

‘‘POWER-to-GAS’’ concept includes adding hydrogen into

the consisting gas supply system and production of syn-

thesized methane by using hydrogen and carbon dioxide

(Müller-Syring et al. 2011). Additionally, a reconversion

of hydrogen into electricity can be implemented by power

stations or fuel cells (Ganser and Eng 2013). A special
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emphasis could be placed on the utilization of fuel cells in

vehicles.

The storage of pure hydrogen and hydrogen gas mix-

tures in porous geological formations was rarely done in

the past. The different characteristics of hydrogen, e.g.,

density, viscosity and reactivity, compared to natural gas or

methane can lead to unexpected behavior. These aspects

were theoretically considered in the papers of Paterson

(1983) and Carden and Paterson (1979). In the present

paper the possible effects are investigated by numerical

modeling. Particular attention is thereby given to the

mixing effects between hydrogen and other gases in the

reservoir. An equivalent numerical model could be used in

practice for the planning of an UHS including the deter-

mination of optimal well locations and the optimal injec-

tion and withdrawal rates during development and

operation of the storage.

Hydrodynamic aspects during development
and operation of UHS

As mentioned before, both aquifers and depleted gas

reservoirs can be used to develop underground hydrogen

storages. However, the governing processes during the

development period will be different for aquifers which are

initially saturated only by water or brine and depleted gas

reservoirs which can have a high residual gas saturation,

but exhibit depleted reservoir pressures.

Development period in aquifers

In aquifers a gas bubble is created during the development

period; hence, the aquifer water is displaced. This dis-

placement process could be inefficient because hydrogen

has a low viscosity and very low density in contrast to

water. The mobility ratio between hydrogen gas and water

is estimated to be in the order of 2–5 which is unfavorable

(Ho and Webb 2006). Consequences could be the occur-

rence of strongly pronounced viscous fingering and gravity

override of the water phase, which was investigated in Tek

(1989) and Paterson (1983). Paterson (1983) concluded

from theoretical considerations that the viscous fingers

could spread very far laterally below the cap rock and

hydrogen could get lost beyond the spill point of the

structure. In Tek (1989) the conditions for stable and

instable displacement were derived mathematically. Both

works conclude that the injection rate can be used as a

control parameter for viscous fingering or gravity override.

If the injection rate is low, the gravitational and capillary

forces will be stronger than the viscous forces and hence,

the displacement becomes more stable. In Hagemann et al.

(2015) these findings were confirmed by numerical simu-

lations. However, the simulation results show that the

development period, using a low injection rate, could take

several years. The required time depends on the aquifer

geometry, the hydraulic properties of the reservoir rock and

the hydrodynamic properties of the fluids. All these phe-

nomena are well known from natural gas storages in

aquifers, but with hydrogen they will be more prominent.

Development period in depleted gas reservoirs

In depleted gas reservoirs, some residual gas remains in the

reservoir. If the influx of aquifer water into the reservoir

was weak, the residual gas saturation almost corresponds to

the initial gas saturation and only the pressure was deple-

ted. A problem could be the displacement of the residual

gas by hydrogen. Different schemes are suggested in the

literature for the transformation of gas storages from one

gas to another, which can also be applied for the devel-

opment of an UHS (Tek 1989). A simple transformation by

cyclic injection and production using the same wells could

result in a highly contaminated gas production, especially

in the first years of operation. In other transformation

schemes, hydrogen is injected on one edge of the reservoir.

Therefore, the residual gas is pushed to the other side of the

reservoir or could be simultaneously produced on the

opposite side. This sweeping strategy potentially results in

a more pure hydrogen production; however, a mixing

between the different gases is inevitable.

Alternative cushion gases

In Tek (1989) and Pfeiffer and Bauer (2015) it was sug-

gested to inject nitrogen during the development period of

an aquifer storage site. Despite the lower investment costs

for nitrogen as cushion gas, it has a higher viscosity and

density than hydrogen and even than methane. Hence, the

displacement of water is more efficient. The disadvantage

is the intensive mixing of hydrogen and nitrogen when the

cyclic operation is started. The simulation study in Pfeiffer

and Bauer (2015) has shown that the hydrogen concen-

tration in the produced gas stream is only around 50–80 %

during the first years. In the same way as mentioned before,

a different cushion gas can also be used in depleted gas

reservoirs. It seems reasonable to use the already available

natural gas as part of the cushion gas, while further

required cushion gas will be delivered by the injected gas.

The density difference could be utilized to separate the

gases by injecting hydrogen into the top of the structure

(Tek 1989). In Oldenburg (2003), carbon dioxide was

suggested to be used as cushion gas. In this case, the

density segregation would be relatively strong, because at
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typical reservoir conditions, carbon dioxide is very dense in

comparison with hydrogen.

Operation period

UHS will be operated in a cyclic way with alternating

periods of injection, withdrawal and idle. Depending on the

energy production and demands, the periods can be longer

or shorter. Similar to underground gas storages a seasonal

operation, where the storage is charged during the summer

months and discharged during the winter months, is con-

ceivable. If the UHS is used to balance electrical energy,

more frequent changes in the operation are possible

dependent on the weather conditions. The storage process

has to provide high production rates, usually one or two

orders of magnitude higher than the depletion process of a

reservoir. Hence, the main driving force during the oper-

ation will be compression and expansion of the gas bubble.

A certain amount of gas always remains in the reservoir as

cushion gas. The displacement of gas by water from an

aquifer potentially plays only a minor role as drive mech-

anism during production. It must be ensured that the pro-

duced gas stream fulfills the requirements of pureness and

additionally a low water cut is favorable.

Selective technology

A completely different operation strategy, called the

‘‘selective technology’’ was suggested in Hagemann et al.

(2015) and Panfilov (2010). The idea is to use an aquifer

where horizontal impermeable or almost impermeable

barriers exist. The storage is operated by two different well

systems. The first system of wells is used to inject hydro-

gen into the bottom of the reservoir. The hydrogen starts to

rise, because of buoyancy forces in the water phase. The

rising gas is retarded at several barriers until it flows

around or through these barriers. When the hydrogen

reaches the cap rock of the reservoir, it is produced by the

second system of wells, before it has the chance to spread

laterally. The complexity of this operation strategy is the

planning of storage time which corresponds to the char-

acteristic time of hydrogen rising from the bottom to the

top.

Mixing of gaseous components

The mixing of different gaseous components plays a

major role when a depleted gas reservoir is transformed to

an UHS or when an alternative cushion gas is used. The

mixing is influenced by mobility ratios, density differ-

ences, molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion

(Tek 1989).

Mobility ratio

Mobility differences in a gas–gas displacement arise

mainly due to different dynamic viscosities. Hydrogen has

a very low viscosity which results in a mobility ratio

around 1.5 for the system H2–CH4 and 4 for the system H2–

CO2. This could result in an instable displacement when

hydrogen is injected to displace another gas. However, this

effect is much less than in a case of a gas–water dis-

placement because the miscibility leads to a high disper-

sion of the front which acts as stabilizing force (Ho and

Webb 2006).

Density difference

Hydrogen has a very small molecular mass which results in

large density differences compared to other gases. The

effect can have negative influence when the injection aims

to displace another gas but gravity override occurs. How-

ever, as mentioned before, the effect can be also used to

keep different gases segregated, e.g., when CO2 is used as

cushion gas (Tek 1989).

Molecular diffusion

Molecular diffusion is generally considered as a slow

process when compared to advective/convective transport

(Tek 1989). The molecular diffusion coefficient ~Ddiff for

hydrogen in the gaseous state is relatively high, in the order

of 1� 10�6 m2=s. The effective molecular diffusion

coefficient depends on porosity, saturation state and tor-

tuosity of the porous medium. As molecular diffusion is

proportional to the concentration gradient, it will be fast at

the beginning, but when the concentration gradients

decrease its influence will also decrease. It is independent

of advective/convective transport, thus, it could become the

governing process during idle periods.

Mechanical dispersion

Mechanical dispersion, in contrast, is a mixing process

which takes place due to the movement of fluids in the

porous medium. It arises from variations in the velocity

which can occur on different scales, ranging from micro-

scopic to reservoir scale (Tek 1989). The mechanical dis-

persion coefficient ~Ddisp depends on the velocity and

direction of flow and can be formulated as follows

(Scheidegger 1958):

~Ddisp;L ¼ aL � kvk ~Ddisp;T ¼ aT � kvk ð1Þ

where a is the dispersivity in (m), kvk is the flow velocity

in the principle direction, the subscript L refers the
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longitudinal direction and the subscript T refers the trans-

verse direction. The dispersivity of the porous medium

depends on its tortuosity and heterogeneity. However, the

experimental measured values vary by several orders of

magnitude. As the process is strongly depending on the

considered scale, laboratory measurements cannot be

directly transferred to reservoir scale (Tek 1989). Tracer

tests, which have been performed on reservoir scale, have

shown that the longitudinal dispersivity is between 1 and

100 m (Tek 1989; Carriere et al. 1985; Laille et al. 1986).

The transverse dispersivity is usually one or two orders

smaller. Assuming flow velocities of several meters per

day, which are common in gas storages, the longitudinal

mechanical dispersion coefficient will be around

5� 10�4 m2=s. Hence, the mixing by mechanical disper-

sion is expected to be much more pronounced than only by

molecular diffusion.

Conceptual simulation of displacement processes

As indicated in Sect. 2, the hydrodynamic and substance

specific behavior of hydrogen represents still a large

uncertainty in porous underground storage applications. In

this context, especially the very small density and viscosity

of hydrogen are suspected to complicate an effective dis-

placement of a native reservoir fluid. The first operation

period of porous underground storage schedules the suffi-

cient concentration incline of the target storage gas in the

drainage area of the production wells. The efficiency of this

displacement process depends on the physical properties of

the displacing gas and the native reservoir fluid. The two

classical porous underground gas storage types are depleted

gas reservoirs and water saturated anticline structures.

Depending on the native reservoir fluid, these storage

candidates are characterized by deviating displacement

processes and demand special requirements during the

storage operation. A short introduction into the hydrody-

namic behavior of both storage types is given below.

Displacement efficiency

In a porous medium, it is possible to quantitatively estimate

the efficiency of a displacement process by considering the

microscopic and macroscopic displacement efficiency. The

dimensionless measure E is therefore the volume fraction

of the displacing fluid to the total pore volume.

E ¼ ED � EV ð2Þ

The microscopic displacement efficiency ED describes

the displacement of the initial reservoir fluid at pore scale.

According to Terry (2001), this factor is mainly influenced

by the interfacial and surface tensions between the

displacing and displaced fluid, the reservoir wettability as

well as the shape of the relative permeabilities curves.

The simulation cases implemented in this paper are

focusing on the macroscopic displacement efficiency,

EV, which expresses the capability of the displacing fluid

to mobilize the initial fluid in a volumetric sense. In this

context, the allocation of the wells, the reservoir per-

meability distribution, gravity forces and the mobility of

the initial and injected fluid are significant. The injection

of a less viscous and dense fluid into a reservoir can

provoke the appearance of at least two physical effects

which interfere with the macroscopic displacement

efficiency.

Gravity override

As a result of buoyancy, two immiscible fluids inside a

closed system tend to dispose according to their density.

In comparison with cavern storage operations, gravity

segregation in a porous subsurface medium is normally

attenuated. The sequence of geological deposition typi-

cally leads to a much higher horizontal than vertical

permeability, which restricts fluid migration across the

layering. However, the very small molecular mass of

hydrogen causes a large density contrast of the occurring

fluids so that an amplified hydrogen accumulation below

the highest sealing layer has to be assumed. In order to

obtain a qualitative impression of gravity override, two

examples of hydrogen injection into a gas saturated

(Fig. 1a) and water saturated (Fig. 1b) reservoir were

simulated. Thereby, a two-dimensional cross section of

the later introduced reservoir model was adapted by

standardizing the grid dimensions and increasing the

amount of grid cells in z-direction. The horizontal per-

meability is defined as 100 mD, while the vertical per-

meability is 10 times smaller. Hydrogen is constantly

injected into the source placed at the left part of the

reservoir, while the native fluid is produced from the sink

placed at the right part of the structure. The simultaneous

operation of an injection and a production well allows the

pressure balancing. In the first case, the reservoir is ini-

tially saturated with 98 % gas, composed of approxi-

mately 80 mol% nitrogen and 20 mol% methane.

The injection of hydrogen leads to a relatively uniform

displacement although the effect of gravity segregation is

already indicated. In the second case, hydrogen is injected

into a fully water saturated reservoir, which causes a very

poor and unilateral displacement of the native reservoir

fluid. The effect of gravity override is a function of the

occurring density contrast. At the initial reservoir condi-

tions of 170 bar and 125 �C, hydrogen is roughly 75 kg/m3

less dense than methane and approximately 125 kg/m3
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lighter than nitrogen. This relation becomes even more

unfavorable in case hydrogen is injected into an aquifer,

where a density difference between hydrogen and water of

937 kg/m3 has to be expected (NIST 2016). Besides the

density contrast, gravity override is furthermore promoted

by small injection rates and large vertical permeabilities

(Terry 2001).

Viscous fingering

Besides gravity override, viscous fingering is another

undesired physical phenomenon which is commonly linked

to gas injection processes. The adverse relation between a

displacing highly mobile fluid and a displaced sluggish

native fluid promotes a unilateral displacement. The arising

finger-shaped front can be provoked by several factors and

can additionally occur on different stages. Besides viscous

fingering at pore and volumetric scale, it is possible to

further distinguish between viscous fingering in miscible

and immiscible displacement processes.

The multiphysics simulator COMSOL was used to

numerically simulate the displacement front in a hydrogen–

gas (Fig. 2a) and a hydrogen–water (Fig. 2b) system. In

both cases, hydrogen is constantly injected from the left

side of the model, while the native fluid is produced from

the opposite side. The distance between the injection and

production side amounts 10 m, while the pressure differ-

ence results into 0.05 bar. The arising displacement pro-

cess is disturbed by a small reservoir heterogeneity which

can be obtained by the four small squares next to the

injection boundary. This model heterogeneity is numeri-

cally required in order to initiate viscous fingering, but

simultaneously it is small enough to not restrict the

flow potential. The permeability disturbance initially

interferes with the hydrogen–methane displacement, but

the displacement front is then stabilized by diffusion

and dispersion forces. Consequently Fig. 2a shows a

stable displacement front between the two gases. In case of

the hydrogen–water displacement (Fig. 2b), the perme-

ability heterogeneity generates viscous fingers which

dominate the subsequent displacement process. While the

gas–gas displacement is characterized by a front velocity of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Comparison of a gas–gas (a) and gas–water (b) displacement

in a 2D vertical cross section. The black dashes indicate the well

perforation locations. As a result of the hydrogen injection, gravity

override occurs. a Hydrogen conc. in an initially gas saturated

reservoir. b Gas saturation in an initially water saturated reservoir

Fig. 2 Comparison of a gas–gas and gas–water displacement in a 2D

horizontal cross section where the four squares represent a perme-

ability anomaly (250 mD) within the homogeneous (500 mD) model.

The gas–gas displacement (a) is characterized by a uniform hydrogen

spreading, while the gas–water displacement (b) shows viscous

fingering. a Hydrogen conc. in a hydrogen–gas displacement. b Gas

saturation in a hydrogen–water displacement
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5 m/day, the hydrogen–water front migrates with

0.4 m/day through the model.

Numerical implementation

The numerical case study performed in the next section

was implemented in the open-source software DuMux

(Flemisch et al. 2011). Generally DuMux allows the sim-

ulation of flow and transport processes in porous media and

is itself based on the Distributed and Unified Numerics

Environment (DUNE) toolbox which provides an open-

source foundation for the solution of partial differential

equations with grid-based methods (Bastian et al. 2008).

As a fundamental benefit, DuMux permits the user to

independently advance the simulations by developing new

instructions. In the previous paper (Hagemann et al. 2015),

the simulation studies were focused on structured 2D grids

with isotropic and homogenous properties of the porous

medium. Such grids have been imported in the format of

‘‘dune-alugrid’’ (Dedner et al. 2014). In this publication,

the numerical investigations are extended to 3D applica-

tions by importing and computing on realistic unstructured

grids with heterogeneous reservoir properties. The ‘‘opm-

parser’’ (Flornes et al. 2016) and ‘‘dune-corner point’’

(Bastian et al. 2016) modules were used to import and

adapt these grids for the usage within DuMux. Some fun-

damental adjustments of the DuMux code were necessary

to ensure the 3D simulations.

Program adjustments

DuMux offers two different spatial discretization schemes.

In the previous publications, the default box method was

used which is appropriate for conforming grids. For the

processing of geological more complex reservoir structures

in corner-point format, the more conventional cell-centered

finite volume method is recommended.

Since DuMux was initially developed to compute near

surface ground water processes, the expected default

permeability range does not cover the very small perme-

ability values of deeper hydrocarbon reservoirs. In this

case, an automatic request of a DuMux control function

aborts the simulation since a physically incorrect result is

misleadingly assumed. By adapting the equivalent per-

meability threshold value, larger value ranges can be

computed.

During the adjustments from structured 2D grids to

unstructured 3D reservoir applications, further numerical

challenges occurred. Comprehensive geological reservoir

models that are created in Petrel (Schlumberger 2016),

typically consist of very irregular grid geometries and

structures. Individual cells can for example deviate from

the cuboid cell shape by instead assuming a rectangular

prismatic shape which are also known as ‘‘degenerate

cells’’. These cells especially occur in those regions, where

grid horizons are merging into each other. At geological

faults, where an offset between the layers exits, it is

additionally possible that the grid model becomes non-

conforming. To meet the complexity of these irregular grid

structures, some fundamental computation settings were

modified. The flux between two neighboring cells depends

on the difference in pressure potential and the transmissi-

bility between the cells. The standard method in DuMux of

calculating the transmissibility is accomplished by taking

the face area, the harmonic mean of the two cell perme-

abilities and the distance between the cell centers. How-

ever, the deviating sizes and shapes of neighboring cells

lead to a certain inaccuracy which is resulting in numerical

instability. A better solution includes the initial calculation

of the two transmissibilities from each cell center to their

common face center, referred to as ‘‘half-block transmis-

sibility’’ (cf. ‘‘Appendix 2’’). Subsequently, the total

transmissibility between the cells is calculated by taking

half of the harmonic mean of these half-block transmissi-

bilities. This option was implemented by the DuMux

developers and is available since the DuMux release 2.8.

Additionally, an adjustment for the cell and face center

determination within the dune-corner point methods was

required. While Petrel (Schlumberger 2016) exports the

grid geometry by specifying the eight corner-point coor-

dinates of a single cell, simulation programs initially

determine the cell and face center points to ensure the mass

balance calculation between neighboring cells. The stan-

dard setting to determine the cell and face centers is the

calculation of its centroids. In contrast, our experience in

DuMux indicates that the numerical accuracy and stability

can be improved by determining the face center coordi-

nates by calculating the arithmetic mean of its four corner

points. The cell centers are subsequently calculated by

taking the arithmetic mean of the center points of the upper

and lower faces (cf. ‘‘Appendix 3’’). This method is also

suggested in Nilsen et al. (2012) and is believed to be

common in commercial reservoir simulators. This adjust-

ment especially helped to improve the mass transfer

between degenerate cells and its neighboring cells.

Case initialization

The initialization of the reservoir was done in hydrostatic

equilibrium where the gas–water contact (GWC) was

defined at 3452 m with a pressure of 170 bar. The phase

pressures and saturations were calculated by using the

pressure gradients and capillary pressure relation. All

performed simulations use the Neumann conditions to

specify the spatial derivative of the partial differential flux
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equation at the boundary of the reservoir. Defining this

value as zero, the boundary of the grid is set to a no-flow

boundary.

Wells are represented by source or sink terms. From a

mathematical point of view, they represent specific points

or lines in the reservoir, where mass is either added or

extracted from the closed system. Since the geographic

well coordinates naturally deviate from the calculated cell

center positions, it is necessary to find a reasonable

approach to identify the cells which contain a well. We

developed therefore a Matlab code, which automatically

assigns the geographic well coordinate to the closest

occurring cell center coordinate. By invoking these posi-

tions and defining a mathematical well model, the activity

of wells can be numerically executed.

Peaceman’s well model

The injection and production of fluids is realized by

implementing Peaceman’s well model. In contrast of using

a constant injection or production rate, Peaceman’s well

model automatically adjusts the amount of injected or

extracted mass to the reservoir response. This can for

example avoid an unrealistic high pressure in the near

wellbore area and takes furthermore the mobility of the

occurring fluids into account (Chen 2007). Certainly the

size of an invoked grid cell significantly exceeds the real

well diameter which sophisticates the well impact on the

reservoir. Grid refinement around the well position allows a

better representation of the reality but indeed requires

considerable numerical expanse. In contrast, the imple-

mentation of Peaceman’s well model ensures a more sim-

ple comprise between representing the reality and defining

a mathematical representation. By introducing an equiva-

lent radius, Peaceman was able to find a connection

between the occurring grid cell pressure and the bottom-

hole flowing pressure. It is possible to approach the

quantity of the equivalent radius, by either solving the

analytical well flow model, numerically solving the pres-

sure equation or directly calculating the yielding pressure

between the well and its neighboring grid cells. The

quantity of the equivalent radius amounts to approximately

one-fifth of the average grid cell length. The simplest

expression of Peaceman’s well model is listed below and is

valid for a homogeneous reservoir and single-phase fluid

flow:

Q ¼ 2qKxyhz

l ln re
rw

� �
þ s

� � � ðPwf � PÞ ð3Þ

where Q is the injection or production rate in (kg/s), q is

the fluid density in (kg/m3), Kxy is the horizontal perme-

ability of the grid cell containing the well in (m2), hz is the

grid cell height in (m), l is the fluid viscosity in (Pa s), re is

the equivalent radius in (m), rw is the geometrical well

radius in (m) and s is the wellbore skin factor. Besides the

physical behavior of the fluid density and viscosity, the

difference of a defined bottom-hole flowing pressure Pwf

and the actual reservoir pressure P in the well grid cell

adjusts the amount of the injected or extracted mass to the

arising reservoir response. The multi-compositional two-

phase flow formulation of our model for UHS requires the

additional consideration of phase mobilities and concen-

trations of the components. Since our model is based on the

balance of moles, a modification of the units is necessary.

For injection, it is sufficient to consider the gas phase:

Q̂k ¼
ck;injg qgkrg

lg
� 2Kxyhz

ln re
rw

� �
þ s

� ðPwf � PgÞ ð4Þ

where Q̂ is the injection or production rate in (mol/s) and

ck;injg is the composition of the injected gas. Molar density,

dynamic viscosity and relative permeability are the actual

values in the well grid cell. For production, both phases

need to be considered:

Q̂k ¼ 2Kxyhz

ln re
rw

� �
þ s

�
ckgqgkrg
lg

ðPwf � PgÞ þ
ckwqwkrw

lw
ðPwf � PwÞ

 !

ð5Þ

where ckg and c
k
w in this case are also the actual values in the

grid cell containing the well. A scaling of the Dirac delta

function is required to transform the point or line source to

a volume source, where Vc is the volume of the well grid

cell (cf. Eq. 18).

qk ¼ Q̂k

Vc

ð6Þ

Hydrogen storage scenario

The hydrodynamic properties and challenges of hydrogen

displacement processes have been theoretically and

numerically introduced in the previous chapters. The

results provide a solid foundation for the conduction of a

comprehensive long-term underground hydrogen storage

feasibility study.

Geology

In order to numerically assess the technical feasibility of

underground hydrogen storages, an appropriate reservoir

grid was chosen whose properties resembles the typical

reservoir shape of conventional gas storages. The used
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geological model is part of one of the largest on-shore gas

fields in Europe. Due to the enormous dimension of the

entire sandstone reservoir, a large amount of hydrogen is

required to achieve a sufficient storage deliverability.

By cutting a much smaller prismatic fragment, whose

cross sectional shape resembles a geological anticline

structure, a more suitable grid model was created. With the

help of Petrel (Schlumberger 2016), the initial slightly

coarse grid structure was improved by reducing the grid

volume by the factor 9. The arising fragment model has an

approximate ground plan of 800 m times 1200 m and a

gross reservoir thickness of 50 m which yields to an

average grid cell size of 32 m in x, 31 m in y and 3.8 m in

z-direction. Four independent, highly porous and perme-

able sandstone layers represent the potential storage hori-

zons which are separated by tight clay layers. The

sandstone layers are defined according to their original

porosity (in average 13.08 %) and permeability (in average

22.40 mD) values. Above the gas–water contact at 3452 m,

the reservoir is up to 90 % gas saturated. The major gas

components are represented by roughly 80 mol% nitrogen

and 20 mol% methane. A cross section through the reser-

voir is displayed in Fig. 3 where the figure is vertically

stretched by the factor 7.

Schedule

The implemented hydrogen underground storage scenario

includes a total period of 10 years. During the development

period, the reservoir is step-wise charged with hydrogen,

while the subsequent 5 years simulate the annual cyclic

operation period.

Using a depleted gas reservoir as storage structure, ini-

tially an appropriate storage charging period is necessary in

order to obtain a sufficient storage deliverability. The

deliverability is a function of the total gas inventory and is

increasing with increasing reservoir pressure. In view of

porous underground storage applications, Tek (1989) sub-

divides the total gas inventory into two types. First a sub-

stantial fraction of the gas inventory has to remain within

the storage structure in order to guarantee a required

minimum reservoir pressure. This so-called cushion gas is

either intentionally not produced or is physically non-re-

coverable since it is trapped within the geological structure.

The actual gas of interest is referred to as working gas. This

gas can be withdrawn without damaging the long-term

deliverability of the gas storage. After the establishment of

a high and homogeneous hydrogen concentrated region in

the well drainage area, the gas production during the

operation period ensures the recovery of hydrogen.

Development period

Qualitative observation parameters for the evaluation of the

hydrogen storage scenario are plotted in Fig. 4. The first

5 years schedule an alternating shape of 6 months of

injection and 6 months of idle. As a result of the step-wise

hydrogen injection, the initial reservoir pressure is

increased from 170 to 370 bar. Thereby the injection rate is

controlled by Peaceman’s well model (constant injection

pressure value) which explains the curved reservoir pres-

sure increase (Fig. 4a). Initially, a large amount of hydro-

gen is injected but since the well grid pressure

progressively approaches the set injection pressure, the

amount of mass injection declines (Fig. 4b). The average

daily injection rate is targeted at roughly 250.000 Sm3/day

which corresponds to an cumulative annual hydrogen

addition of roughly 47 million Sm3. After 5 years, the

storage inventory consists of 194.5 million Sm3 of the

native nitrogen–methane mixture and 236.6 million Sm3 of

hydrogen.

Operation period

The storage operation period starts again with an injection

period in which further hydrogen is added into the storage

structure. The average reservoir pressure is thereby

increased to a final pressure of 400 bar, which should

guarantee the storage deliverability. As this value is still

20 bar below the initial reservoir pressure, a safe storage

operation is achievable. At this point of the maximum gas

storage level, the reservoir contains more than 271 mil-

lion Sm3 hydrogen. The cross section through the reservoir

(Fig. 5a) shows a high and homogeneous hydrogen con-

centration in the vicinity of the injection well. This allows

the completion of the storage charging period and the first

commencement of a 4-month long production period. This

extraction process is controlled by a production pressure of

300 bar which yields to a total cyclic average gas

Fig. 3 Cross section through the reservoir: The storage horizons can

be identified by their porosity values, the four independent sandstone

layers (red) are separated by tight interlayers (blue), the perforation of

the operation well is illustrated by the yellow dashes. Overall 26�
37� 13 grid cells build the skeleton of the reservoir
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extraction of 107.7 million Sm3. As a result of the gas

withdrawal, Fig. 5c shows the hydrogen concentration

reduction within the formation. Accordingly, the nitrogen

concentration within the top region of the structure

increases (Fig. 5d). The hydrogen fraction of the extracted

gas is plotted in Fig. 4d and shows a seasonal hydrogen

fraction increase from an initial value of 82 mol% to a final

value of 85.2 mol%. This indicates a closed reservoir

system, where gas losses, due to migration or gas disso-

lution, are insignificant. Furthermore nitrogen and methane

are seasonally extracted from the reservoir as impurities of

the produced gas, while the injection gas purely consists of

hydrogen. Consequently, the hydrogen concentration inside

the storage formation is increasing. A common method to

monitor gas losses in porous underground storage is given

by plotting the reservoir pressure versus the total gas

inventory (Fig. 4c). In a physical ideal and technical gas

loss-free case, the resulting hysteresis slope of a closed

reservoir will be identical during the gas injection and

withdrawal. In contrast, gas losses can be identified by a

scattered pressure response and a cyclic shifting of the

hysteresis course. A parabolic shape of the injection and

withdrawal line characterizes water driven reservoirs (Tek

1989). The resulting hysteresis of the last four operation

cycles are plotted in Fig. 4c and indicate a gas loss-free

operation. In this context, it is important to remind the

mathematical no-flow boundaries of the reservoir system.

The simulation focuses on the numerical investigation of

gas mixing processes in underground hydrogen storages

and does not contain scientific significance about possible

hydrogen diffusion into sealing layers. Before implement-

ing a numerical approach, the investigation of hydrogen

diffusivity into caprocks initially requires essential exper-

imental research. Furthermore Fig. 6a illustrates that the

initial reservoir pressure is in hydrostatic equilibrium. The

comprehensive hydrogen injection predominantly leads to

the pressure increase within the storage horizons, while the

pressure is slightly increasing in the interlayers (Fig. 6b).

Since water is hardly compressible and the gas is injected

into a closed system, the pressure duplication leads only to

a slight shifting of the GWC in vicinity of the operation

well (Fig. 7).

Technical aspects

The conversion of excessive energy into hydrogen as

chemical long-term energy carrier is a promising approach

to advance and progress the energy transition. Although the

process of converting electricity into hydrogen as a

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 Results of the hydrogen storage scenario: The reservoir

pressure is more than duplicated, the alternating mass injection and

withdrawal leads to the cyclic pressure increase and reduction (a), the
storage operation period is characterized by much larger hydrogen

injection rates (b), the gas inventory versus the average reservoir

pressure indicates a loss-free operation (c), the evaluation of the

hydrogen fraction of the extracted gas shows an seasonal increase of

the gas purity (d). a AVG. reservoir pressure response during storage

operation. b Hydrogen injection and production rates. c Hysteresis

plot. d Hydrogen concentration produced gas
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chemical energy carrier is continuously improving,

hydrogen generation will always be associated with energy

losses. However, promising hydrogen generation concepts

can already reach efficiency factors above 70 % (Toepler

and Lehmann 2014).

The concept of storing large gas amounts in a porous

subsurface medium has been successfully applied for

decades. Consequently, the research and planning of

hydrogen storages can benefit from the widespread expe-

rience of conventional natural gas storages. The technical

feasibility of long-term storages is demonstrated by the 21

German porous underground gas storage (UGS) facilities

which stored overall 10.6 billion Sm3 working gas in 2013

(LBEG 2014).

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 5 Reservoir cross section for the illustration of the hydrogen

(a, c, e) nitrogen (b, d, f) concentration development. With advanc-

ing amount of injection cycles, the hydrogen concentration within the

formation is increasing. a Hydrogen conc. before 1st production

cycle. b Nitrogen conc. before 1st production cycle. c Hydrogen conc.
after 1st production cycle. d Nitrogen conc. after 1st production cycle.

e Hydrogen conc. before last production cycle. f Nitrogen conc.

before last production cycle

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Gas phase pressure distribution displaying the initial hydrostatic reservoir pressure (a) and the reservoir pressure due to gas injection (b).
a Initial reservoir pressure. b Reservoir pressure before 1st production cycle
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As a disadvantage of hydrogen storage technology, the

relatively small calorific value of hydrogen confines the

UHS efficiency. Compared to methane, hydrogen has

roughly an one-third smaller energy content per standard

cubic meter. However, the numerical simulation calculates

a peak hydrogen inventory of 271 million Sm3 which

corresponds to a calorific value of 813 GWh. Neglecting

conversion losses, this amount equals the annual electricity

consumption of roughly 259,600 German average house-

holds. The simulation includes an annual withdrawal per-

iod of 4 months, which allows to balance the seasonable

fluctuating gas demand. Using the hydrogen storage in this

conventional sense, the extracted hydrogen amount of

107.7 million Sm3 is sufficient to exclusively ensure the

gas consumption of roughly 43,500 households during the

consumption intensive period between January and April

(Schlomann et al. 2004).

Conclusions

In the framework of the H2STORE joint research project, a

first comprehensive porous underground hydrogen storage

scenario was numerically implemented. Besides the simu-

lation of a development and storage operation period of a

UHS, hydrodynamic characteristics of hydrogen injection

into porous media were presented. The qualitative analysis

of the simulated storage scenario indicates the large energy

storage potential of UHS-facilities.

• The computation of hydrogen distribution within the

reservoir was extended by numerically implementing

mechanical dispersion. Together with diffusion,

mechanical dispersion leads to amplified mixing of

the gas components.

• The DuMux simulation considerations were success-

fully extended from homogeneous 2D to heteroge-

neous 3D applications. The use of a conventional

cell-centered finite volume method ensures the

irregular grid geometries processing. Irregular cell

shapes, merging layers and non-confirming grids

require modifications of the fundamental computa-

tion methods.

• The numerical implementation of Peaceman’s well

model adapts the mass injection and extraction to the

reservoir response.

• Numerical case studies of hydrogen injection indicate

that gravity override and viscous fingering in aquifer

structures complicate an efficient displacement of the

native fluid. In contrast, both physical phenomena play

a minor role in gas saturated reservoirs.

• A comprehensive hydrogen storage scenario was

implemented inside a depleted gas reservoir. During

the development period, the reservoir pressure was re-

pressurized to initial conditions by injecting 271 mil-

lion Sm3 hydrogen. The stable displacement of the

gaseous native reservoir fluid ensures the establish-

ment of a homogeneous and highly hydrogen concen-

trated area in the vicinity of the operation well. The

storage operation is characterized by the alternate

injection and withdrawal of hydrogen which ensures

an annual gas withdrawal of 107.7 million Sm3. The

average hydrogen concentration of the extracted gas

amounts 82 mol% in the first production cycle is

increasing to 85.2 mol% during the last production

period.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the initial gas–water contact (a) and the gas–water contact after the developing period (b). a Initial gas saturation. b Gas

saturation before 1st production cycle
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Appendix 1: Mathematical model of two-phase
transport for UHS

The mathematical model for two-phase flow and compo-

sitional transport in UHS was already developed in previ-

ous papers (Panfilov 2010; Toleukhanov et al. 2012;

Hagemann et al. 2015), while in this study a purely

hydrodynamic model was used. Panfilov (2010), Toleu-

khanov et al. (2012) and Hagemann et al. (2015) focus on

the coupled bio-reactive effects. The mathematical model,

which was used for the simulations in this paper, is sum-

marized in this section for completeness.

The molar balance for each chemical component is

formulated as follows:

/
o qgc

k
gSg þ qwc

k
wSw

� �

ot

þr� qw ckwvw þ Jkw þ qgc
k
gvg þ Jkg

� �
¼ qk

ð7Þ

where / is the porosity, q is the molar density in (mol/m3),

c is the molar concentration, S is the saturation, v is the

advective volumetric velocity in (m/s) and J is the diffu-

sive/dispersive flux in (mol/(s m2)) , qk the source of the

sink term (mol/(s m3)) and the subscripts g and w denote

the gas and water phase, respectively, and the superscript k

refers to the chemical component.

The momentum balance at macroscale is formulated by

Darcy’s law:

vi ¼ �Kkri

li
� rPi � q̂igð Þ; i ¼ g;w ð8Þ

where K is the absolute permeability in (m2), kr is the

relative permeability, P is the phase pressure in (Pa), q̂ is

the phase density in (kg/m3), and g is the gravity acceler-

ation in (m/s2).

The diffusive/dispersive flux is the sum of molecular

diffusion and mechanical dispersion:

Jki ¼ �qi Dk
diff;i þ Dk

disp;i

� �
rcki ; i ¼ g;w ð9Þ

where Dk
diff;i is the effective molecular diffusion coefficient

of component k in phase i in (m2/s) and Dk
disp;i is the

effective mechanical dispersion coefficient of component k

in phase i in (m2/s).

The molecular diffusion in the gas phase is formulated

by Stefan–Maxwell equation, which was simplified by

Blanc’s law (Poling et al. 2001), while the molecular dif-

fusion in the water phase is formulated by Fick’s law:

Dk
diff;g ¼ /Sgs

Xn

j¼16¼i

c j
g

~Dij
diff;g

 !�1

Dk
diff;w ¼ /Sws ~D

k
diff;w

ð10Þ

where s is the tortuosity of the porous medium, ~Dij
diff;g is the

binary diffusion coefficient between component i and

component j in the gas phase (m2/s) and ~Dk
diff;w is the dif-

fusion coefficient of component k in water in (m2/s).

The mechanical dispersion coefficient is calculated by

accepting its relationship to the Darcy velocity (Schei-

degger 1958):

Dk
disp;i ¼ /Si

viv
T
i

kvik
ðaL � aTÞ þ kvikaT

� �
ð11Þ

where aL is the longitudinal dispersivity in (m) and aT is

the transverse dispersivity in (m).

The hydraulic properties of the porous medium (capil-

lary pressure and relative permeability) are correlated by

Brooks–Corey laws (Brooks and Corey 1964):

PcðSwÞ ¼ Pg � Pw ¼ PeS
�1

k
we ð12Þ

krwðSwÞ ¼ S
2þ3k
k

we ð13Þ

krgðSwÞ ¼ ð1� SweÞ2ð1� S
2þk
k
we Þ ð14Þ

where Pe is the entry capillary pressure in (Pa) and Swe is

the normalized water saturation:

Swe ¼
Sw � Swirr

1� Swirr � Sgr
ð15Þ

where Swirr is the irreducible (or connate) water saturation

and Sgr is the residual gas saturation. At this point, the

history dependence of relative permeability and capillary

pressure on previous alternating displacement processes

(drainage and imbibition) should be mentioned. In several

papers, it was shown that this effect can have a recogniz-

able influence in underground gas storages (Colonna et al.

1972; Juanes et al. 2006). However, for simplicity, this is

not considered here.

The hydrodynamic properties of the fluid phases (den-

sity and dynamic viscosity) are correlated with respect to

pressure, temperature and phase composition. The phase

composition is determined at the equilibrium between gas

and water by the equality of the fugacity:

f kg ¼ f kw ð16Þ

where f is the fugacity coefficient in (Pa). The calculation

of fugacity coefficients of gaseous components within the

water phase is based on Henry’s law.

The system of equations is closed by the sum of satu-

rations and concentrations:

Sg þ Sw ¼ 1
X
k

cki ¼ 1; i ¼ g;w ð17Þ
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The injection and production of fluids through storage

wells is implemented as source or sink term. The wells are

represented as point or line source which can be inserted in

the molar balance as follows (Chen 2007):

qk ¼
X
w

Q̂k;wdðx� xwÞ ð18Þ

where Q̂k;w is the injection (positive) or withdrawal (neg-

ative) rate of component k in well w in (mol/s), d is the

Dirac delta function and xw is the coordinate of well w.

Appendix 2: Half-block transmissibility

As mentioned in Sect. 5, the transmissibility determination

was revised from a ‘‘permeability averaging’’ to a ‘‘half-

block transmissibility’’-based method. This modification

supports the numerical stability of DuMux by adapting the

mass transfer calculation to a heterogeneous grid environ-

ment. The implemented method now includes the initial

determination of the half-block transmissibilities. In one of

the six possible directions, the half-block transmissibility T

is defined as following (Cordazzo et al. 2002; Heinemann

2005):

T ¼ K � A

L
ð19Þ

where K is the permeability of the grid cell in (m2), A is the

area of the face in (m2), L is the distance between the cell

center and the face center in (m). The total transmissibility

T12 between two cells is then calculated by taking the half

of the harmonic mean (a full contact between the cells is

assumed) (Cordazzo et al. 2002; Heinemann 2005):

T12 ¼
1

2

2
1
T1
þ 1

T2

¼ T1T2

T1 þ T2
ð20Þ

The difference between the ‘‘half-block transmissibil-

ity’’ and the standard ‘‘permeability averaging’’ method

becomes distinct, whenever unstructured grid structures

with heterogeneous rock properties are processed (Fig. 8).

In this case, the two half-block transmissibilities result

in:

T1 ¼
K1 � A

L1
; T2 ¼

1

5

K1 � A

L1
ð21Þ

Consequently the total transmissibility yields in:

T12 ¼
T1T1

T1 þ T2
¼ 1

6

K1 � A

L1
� 0:17

K1 � A

L1
ð22Þ

While the ‘‘half-block transmissibility’’ method aver-

ages the permeability and the distances between face and

cell centers, the other method averages only the

permeability:

K12 ¼
2

1
K1
þ 10

K1

¼ 2

11
K1 ð23Þ

The total transmissibility then amounts:

T12 ¼
2
11
K1A
3
2
L1

¼ 4

33

K1 � A

L1
� 0:12

K1 � A

L1
ð24Þ

Appendix 3: Cell and face centers

Petrel exportfiles (Schlumberger 2016) or comparable

corner-point grids provide each coordinate of the eight

vertices of a grid cell. As the fundamental basis of all grid-

based reservoirs simulators, initially the coordinates of the

face and cell centers have to be determined. This can be

done in different ways:

• The centroids (balance points) of the cells and faces can

be used.

• As an alternative, initially the face centers of the (up to)

six cell faces are determined by calculating the

arithmetic mean of its four vertex coordinates:

xfc ¼
1

4

X4
i¼1

xi; yfc ¼
1

4

X4
i¼1

yi;

zfc ¼
1

4

X4
i¼1

zi

ð25Þ

then cell center is the arithmetic mean of the top and

bottom face centers:

xcc ¼
1

2

X2
i¼1

xfci; ycc ¼
1

2

X2
i¼1

yfci;

zcc ¼
1

2

X2
i¼1

zfci

ð26Þ

Fig. 8 Sketch of two cells in an unstructured grid with heterogeneous

permeability
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Depending on the shape of the grid cell, the above

introduced cell center determination methods result into

considerable deviating results. In Fig. 9, a simplified grid

with a ‘‘degenerate cell’’ in the center is shown.

The length L is significantly longer when the centroid

method is used. This results in a drastic underestimation of

the transmissibility (cf. Eq. 19) in direction to grid cell 2

and 7, while the transmissibility in direction to grid cell 5 is

overestimated. Due to the frequent occurrences of degen-

erate cells inside the processed grid, we consequently used

the arithmetic mean method (Eqs. 25, 26) for the face and

cell center coordinate determination.
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